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The AhoyCaptain Lifeline Measurement Form 
Need New Lifelines? We Make It Easy 
Simply choose one of these options: 

1) Complete the Measurement Form and return it by FAX or email for a quote. 
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Lifeline Measurement Form 

Be sure to measure both sides of your boat as measurements often do not match from side to side. If your boat does not have gates, 
please measure from the eye of ‘B’ to the eye of ‘D’ upper and lower. 

* IMPORTANT NOTE: Before loosening and removing your lifelines mark the position of the turnbuckle using electricians tape around 
the threaded shaft. 

How To Measure Lifelines: 

1) Measure both sides of the boat for lifeline dimensions. 
2) Do not measure with ropes, use a tape measure. 
3) Enter a brief description of lifeline set-up from forward to aft.  
4) Please note fittings needed and any special instructions. If re-using existing hardware, please note stud diameter, thread 

direction and stud length. 

 
 A = Distance from bearing surface of bow pulpit to bearing surface of stern padeye. 

 B = Distance from stern rail padeye to inside of gate stanchion. 

 C = Distance between stanchions (if lower gate is not wanted, please write "none" for "C" dimension). 

 D = Distance from bearing surface of bow pulpit padeye to inside of gate stanchion. 

 E = Distance from bearing surface of bow pulpit to bearing surface of stern padeye (lower lifeline). 

Please indicate whether you prefer vinyl coated 7x7 or uncoated 1x19 lifelines:    Coated     Uncoated 

   Wire Diameter Dim. "A" Dim. "B" Dim. "C" Dim. "D" Dim. "E" 

Upper 
Stbd             

Port             

Lower 
Stbd             

Port             

 

For a quote only:  

Name:_____________________________________Email:____________________________Phone:___________________  
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Lifeline Order Form 

No charges will be made to your credit card upon receipt. We only charge your card after you have received and 

approved a final quote for your custom lifelines.  

Enter Name as it appears on credit card and Cardholders Billing address as it is listed with credit card company. 

 BILL TO:  SHIP TO: (if different than Bill To:) 

NAME  NAME  

ADDRESS  ADDRESS  

CITY, ST ZIP  CITY, ST ZIP  

PHONE  PHONE  

EMAIL  EMAIL  

 

CREDIT CARD NUMBER TYPE EXP. DATE NAME ON CARD CVV CODE* 

     

* The CVV Code is the three-digit number printed in the signature space on the back of most credit cards, such as Visa, Mastercard, and Discover cards. On American Express cards it is a four-digit 

number on the front of the card. It is printed (flat), not embossed like the card number. 

I authorize AhoyCaptain.com to charge my credit card for monies I owe AhoyCaptain.com for parts, equipment, and/or services provided. 

SIGNATURE: 

 


